
With the combined power of Fleet Complete’s cutting-edge 
telematics technology and Ford vehicle connectivity, we 
provide a holistic cloud platform that connects entire 
businesses’ fleets on one interface. It enables companies to 
do more with the same number of resources by automating 
time-consuming tasks. With Fleet Complete, fleet 
managers see significant improvements in fuel economy, 
vehicle safety, and staff productivity as well as customer 
service. Together, Fleet Complete gives businesses with 
Ford vehicles the competitive advantage they need!

Fleet Complete’s comprehensive telematics platform was 
developed to address the widest variety of requirements, 
scaling to every unique business needs. We provide full 
visibility into critical performance data together with 
actionable intelligence that will help fleet managers to 
better their budget planning, produce better quotes, and 
get accurate accounting for the hours worked.

fleetcomplete.com/ford

Fleet Complete 
for Ford Vehicles
Fleet Complete for Ford vehicles is a web-based fleet 

management solution that runs on a variety of Ford 

vehicles. With the immediate onboarding program and 

easy activation, there are no hardware costs or device 

installation required.



Competitive advantages for Ford

• No long-term contract

• Know where vehicles are at all times

• Identify the closest available worker to take on the 
assignment

• Optimize multi-leg routes and save on travel time

• Assign workload using live mapping and know 
when the job is complete

• Collect in-field data

• Safeguard assets from theft, loss and misuse

• Increase vehicles lifetime with maintenance and 
health status reports

• Get sophisticated performance reports, KPIs, and 
driving behaviour analysis

• Manage fuel efficiency and timely vehicle 
maintenance
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Scalable solution
Fleet Complete’s versatile platform allows customers to 
tailor our services to specific requirements, paying only 
for what they need, eliminating the risk of unnecessary 
expenses. Businesses can choose which product they need 
for optimal set-up with:

• fleet tracking

• asset management

• Driver behavior 
monitoring and coaching

• task distribution

• dispatch 

• digital vehicle inspection

• online forms

Connectivity
High-end connectivity is vital in collecting and analyzing 
in-field data from GPS trackers, sensors, and mobile 
applications to help businesses run like a well-oiled 
machine. Fleet Complete leverages connectivity already 
in your Ford vehicle to provide visibility on fleet’s 
performance in near-real time, remotely manage staff 
and asset safety, and produce customized report 
analysis, as detailed or top-level as you need.

Actionable intelligence
With continuous data flow from the field, users uncover 
opportunities to decrease operational expenses and improve 
business productivity. Fleet Complete has operational reports 
that can be run on-demand or scheduled to go out to 
specific team members on a regular basis.

Types of reporting included

Vehicle location and tracking: Easily view how, when and 
where assets are being used to maximize efficiency

Powerful safety analytics: Easily identify risky driving 
behavior to improve driver’s safety and longevity of 
vehicle fleets

Contact your Regional Sales Manager for 
more information.

fleetcomplete.com/ford

Distance Travelled Report: Create optimized routes and 
delivery schedules to save on fuel costs while increasing 
customer satisfaction 

Idling and stop reports: Gain visibility into how often and 
how long vehicles are idling or stopping to coach drivers, 
improve fleet’s efficiency and protect vehicle’s health

POI Report: Know when an asset arrives and departs from 
key locations

Trip Report: Make smarter business decisions with insights 
into trip lengths, fuel levels of each trip and more
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